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ABOUT CLIMATE TRANSPARENCY REPORT 2020
● 100 indicators of climate mitigation, 

finance and vulnerability

● emissions projections and data for the 

current year, analysis of COVID-19 

responses, stimulus measures, and 

recommendations for a greener 

recovery

● summary infographics capturing the 

most important data, insights, and 

opportunities to increase G20 climate 

action



IMPACTS OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON CO2 EMISSIONS

● Global CO2 emission reduction  

reached its peak in April 2020 

(↓17%) lower than in 2019

● Energy-related CO2 emissions are 

projected to drop by around 7.5%

● Concentrations of CO2 in the 

atmosphere continued to rise in 

2020 - reduction appears to be 

temporary



PROJECTED % CHANGE IN G20 GDP and ENERGY-RELATED CO2 
EMISSIONS (2020)



IMPACTS OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON RENEWABLE ENERGY
● The share of renewables in power 

generation is projected to 

increase in all G20 countries in 

2020- in 2019, 18 G20 countries 

saw increases

● Several factors may have caused 

this change: renewables being 

cheaper and a reduction of peak 

demand which is typically met 

with gas



G20 RECOVERY PACKAGES  & IMPLICATIONS OF G20 RECOVERY RESPONSES 
Other G20 Economies : increasing funding for clean energy and strengthening financial 

mechanisms for green bonds for sustainable infrastructure.

Indonesia

● Stimulus on social protection, small and medium enterprises, jobs, and state-owned 

enterprises.

● Subsidies to state-owned power company (PLN), oil and gas company, as well as Pertamina

Positive measures have also been announced: subsidies for biodiesel fuel consumption; tax

reductions for various renewable energy projects; and a revoked plan for regulation relaxation

towards land use and forestry.



5 PRINCIPLES FOR A GREEN RECOVERY
Invest in Sustainable Physical Infrastructure 

Invest In Nature-based Solutions & the Environment 

Invest In Education, Research & Development

Introduce Conditionality For Greener Bailouts 

Reinforce Policy, Regulations, and Incentives for a Sustainable 
Future 



CO-BENEFITS  OF CLIMATE ACTION & A GREEN RECOVERY



SUMMARY OF G20 CLIMATE ACTION
ADAPTATION MITIGATION FINANCE MOBILIZATION

Adapt to the adverse effects of 

climate change and foster 

climate resilience and low-GHG 

development

Hold the increase to stay well 

below 2°C above pre-industrial 

levels and pursue efforts to limit 

the temperature increase to 

1.5°C above pre-industrial level

Make finance flows consistent 

with a pathway towards low-

GHG emissions and climate-

resilient development.

Key Opportunities:

• Agricultural RnD & Food 

Security

• Increase urban resilience

• Increase disaster 

preparedness

Key Opportunities:

• Decarbonize power 

Generation by 2050 

• Coal use needs to teak In 

2020, then phase out rapidly

• Retrofit existing buildings

• Efficiency policies across 

industry

Key Opportunities:

1. Greening the financial system

2. Phasing out fossil fuel by 

subsidies by 2025

3. Implementing high-coverage 

carbon pricing



2020 NDC UPDATES  NEED TO ENHANCE MITIGATION TARGETS



INDONESIA - CURRENT PROGRESS OF CLIMATE ACTIONS



INDONESIA – ENERGY RELATED EMISSIONS



EMISSIONS INTENSITY IN POWER & TRANSPORTATION



RECENT DEVELOPMENT & RECOMMENDATIONS



Climate Transparency Report 2020 is OFFICIALLY launched! 


